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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Benjamin Britten is one of the contemporary composers
who writes oneras expressly in the English language and in
idioms within the scope of modern and traditional styles.
His technical facility and dramatic skill in expression are
worthy of detailed study.

Too often the importance of con-

temporary composers is overlooked because it is easier to
stay in the realm of traditional "tried and true" music than
to investigate the new innovations of import.
I. THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem.

It is the purpose of this

study to investigate, compile and elucidate techniques, devices, and stylistic characteristics employed by Benjamin
Britten in the opera Peter Grimes.
Importance of the stud~.

Benjamin Britten has made a

tremendous impact upon contemporary opera.

In an age when

comnosers have a tendency to experiment with music and become divorced from tradition and society, he has succeeded
in bridging the gap between the old and new as well as between onera and the audience.

A dearth of operatic litera-

ture written in the English language has been assuaged by the
uniQue works of Britten and has brought new interest to the
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operatic field in English speaking countries.
It is a simple matter for the studentof opera to
obtain written materials about the standard repertoire of
opera to aid his understanding, but it is difficult to find
comprehensive writings about contemporary composers and
their works.

A lack of understanding of new techniques and

devices and of new uses of old devices too often limits the
appreciation of contemporary works.

It is necessary to

provide more encouragement and perspicuity toward living
composers in order that the public does not incur the loss
of such valuable assets.

A composer should not have to die

in order to make his works worth studying, appreciating and
understanding.
Limitation of the study.

In order to provide a com-

prehensive and unified representation of Britten's stylistic
devices and characteristics, this paper is limited to the
study of those within the context of one opera.

Peter Grimes

has been chosen as a pri~e example of contemporary operatic
literature and is used as the only subject under discussion.
Limitations on the length of this paper prevent a
complete discussion of all the stylistic traits in this
opera.

It has therefore been necessary to choose only those

which, in the opinion of this writer, are most important or
unique.
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II.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

Heroic Couplet.

This is a poetry construct wherein

there are two iambic pentameter lines rhyming.
Leitmotif.

This is the "representati on of the acting

~ersonalitie s, of typical situations, and of recurrent ideas
by musical motives"(2:J 96).
Melisma.

This is a group of decorative notes sung to

a single syllable.

CHAPTEH II
BIOGRAPHY OF BENJAMIN BRITTEN
Britten was born at Lowestoft,Suffolk, on St.Cecelia's
ray (November 22),1913.

He was the youngest of four children

born of a dental surgeon and an enthusiastic amateur singer.
He has been called "another Mozart" because his musical talent
blossomed when he was very young.

He started to compose when

he was five years old and wrote an "angry" song, when he was
eight, to be sung by God (26:46).

Even at this early age,

instead of reading comic books, he studied musical scores.
There was always music in the Britten household, for Benjamin's mother was secretary of the Lowestoft Choral Society
and entertained many visiting singers in her home.

These

were important outside musical contacts for young Benjamin,
but "the slump of 1930 put an end to a good deal of provincial
music-making"(22:59-60).

"Benjy" (as his friends called him)

was in school by this time.

He was an excellent student,

especially good in mathematics, but his mother would not
allow him to play rugby (27:64).

He attended preparatory

school at South Lodge and enjoyed encouragement in his musical endeavors from his parents and teachers.
When he was twelve years old he met Frank Bridge,
who was to become his composition teacher and in many ways
the biggest single influence on his musical life.

Bridge
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apparently was the epitome of the ideal teacher.
Though Bridge seems to have made no concessions
to his pupil's youth where composition lessons were
concerned, his friendship and enthusiastic direction
were obviously of the greatest benefit to Britten
whose devotion to Bridge's memory is very strong
today, and shows itself not least in his advocacy
and performance of his music (22:2).
Bridge encouraged his pupil's curiosity and influenced its
direction, but never attempted to alter the natural course of
Britten's musical inclination.
At the age of 16, Britten won a Composition Scholarship to the Royal College of Music in London.

He studied

composition with John Ireland and piano with Arthur Benjamin.
He won the Ernest Farrar Prize for composition and passed
the examination for the Associateship of the College as a
solo pianist in 1933.

He had his first oublic performance

shortly after his nineteenth birthday, when the Phantasy for
String Quartet and some part songs were played in a concert
of contemporary music.

His Sinfonietta (actually written

soon after he was eighteen) was given a few weeks later on
January 31, 1933.

During this period of study he benefited

from his contact with the larger musical scene, with most
important contemporary music and many musicians.
The course of his development might have been completely changed when he won a scholarship to stay abroad and
study for six months.

He was about to go to Vienna and study

with Alban Berg, a disciple of Arnold Schoenberg, when the
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school authorities and the Brittens intervened.
After Benjamin left college he had to earn his living.
Work as a teacher and accompanist proved insufficient and he
found that the most lucrative occupation at this time was
working in films.

As a result, he joined a company which

specialized in making documentary films.
The company I was working for had very little
money. I had to write scores not for large orchestras
but for six or seven instruments, and to make these
instruments make all the effects that each film demanded (21:302).
This apprenticeship was of great value to him in writing
opera, for it gave him a broad musical experience and a
sense of music-drama and stage timing.

The work in the

films "brought him into contact with the forward looking
young poets of the day--Auden, Isherwood, Spender, C. Day
Lewis, and Louis Mac Niece" (21:302).

w.

H. Auden was to in-

fluence and collaborate with Britten for some years to come.
Britten found it increasingly difficult to work as the
war situation became blacker.

Auden left for the United

States to find a nlace in which conditions would be conducive to writing and, in the summer of 1939, Benjamin decided
to follow his friend's example.

The trip was ''at least in the

nature of a trial, and emig~ation was the end in view" (2J:J).
For six months Britten lived a Bohemian life in Brooklyn
with Auden and his friends.

He then moved to Amityville,

Long Island, where he profitably spent the next two years
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working and developing his techniques of writing.
His first onera, Paul Buny@, was nerformed by the
Columbia University Workshop in 1941 and was not well received by the critics.

He had collaborated with Auden on

this work but it was never published.
poser, he came to maturity in America:

However, "As a comthere can be little

doubt that the works he wrote here show, not perhaps a new
but at least a more consistent sensitivity and depth" (2J:4).
When the second World War broke out in September 1939,
Britten was agitated in his decision to become a naturalized
citizen of the United States.

Scruples of conscience pre-

vented him from joining the service of his country as a combatant (he was a conscientious objector).

He was homesick

and finally, in 1940, he became physically ill with a
streptococcal infection.
was to return to England.

His decision, when he recovered,
He was delayed for some time wait-

ing to obtain passage during that crucial period.

~his delay,

however, allowed him to attend a performance of the Sinfonia
da Requiem under Serge Koussevitzky in Boston.

The famous

conductor became interested in an idea Britten had for writing a full scale opera.

As a result, a few weeks later the

Koussevitzky Music Foundation put up ~1,000 to commission
the "Crabbe Project" onera (41:35-J?).

CHAPTER III
BACKGROUND OF PETER GRIMES
I. THE CREATIVE ATMOSPHERE
During a visit to California, Britten picked up a
copy of the British Broadcasting Company's magazine, The
Listener, in which his attention was called to an article
about George Crabbe.

This East Anglican poet of the late

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries caught the imagination and interest of the young composer and he immediately
began reading Crabbe's poetry and studying the possibility
of quarrying material for an opera out of the poem, The
Borough.

It was a project which was economically infeas-

ible until Serge Koussevitzky's interest and subsequent
commission of money freed the composer from economic concerns for a period of opera composition.
Benjamin Britten left America March 6, 1942.

Sailing

in a small Swedish cargo boat, he returned to an England of
black-out, material privations and total mobilization.

Ex-

empted from military service, he was allowed to continue his
career as a musician and composer.

He appeared in many

special wartime concerts, gaining knowledge of live audience
reactions to his music.
Before leaving the United States, Britten had thought
of asking Christopher Isherwood to write the libretto for
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the "Crabbe Project," but after his return to England this
choice was impractical.

In 1938 Benjamin Britten had com-

posed incidental music for two one-act verse plays written
by Montagu Slater (The Seven Ages of l'i€!!l and Old Spain).
He now asked the poet-dramatist to prepare a "libretto that
would be based on Crabbe's poem The Borough, and give special prominence to the character of Peter Grimes" (41:45-46).
The writing of the text took about eighteen months and was
finished by the end of 1943.

Britten began composing the

music for Peter Grimes in January, 1944, and had completed
the score by February, 1945.

It was agreed that the first

performance of Peter Grimes would be given by the Sadler's
Wells Company to mark its return to its own theater, which
had now been de-requisitioned (25:87).

Peter Pears sang the

title role; Joan Cross (the comnany's director) sang the
roll of Ellen Orford; Auntie, Balstrode, Mrs. Sedley and
Swallow were sung by Edith Coates, Roderick Jones, Valetta
Iacopi and Owen Brannigan (41:48).
During the next three years Peter Grimes was performed in cities all over the world and its success was •~mrnediate and decisive" (41:50).

Since 1945 the composer has

continued writing in various mediums.

He has written a new

opera almost every year, including The Rape of Lucretia,
Albert Herring and Billy Budd.
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II. THE TEX:T
Benjamin Britten found, in the Reverend George Crabbe,
a kindred spirit.

1755.

Crabbe was born in Aldeburg on January 1,

Not far from Lowestoft, this location has since be-

come a home and a music festival center for Britten (14:19).
The community and characters described by Crabbe in 1810 in
his poem The Borough became the inspiration for Peter Grimes.
In The Borough Crabbe vividly describes a small fishing village and ship-building town on the East Coast of
England.

The poet sets himself to examine the Borough from

all aspects by means of a series of twenty-four letters
written in heroic couplets.

Some of the main sections of

the poem include "The Church," "Sects and Professions in
Religion," "Professions (Law, Physic)," '"I'rades," "Amusements," "Inns," "The Poor of the Borough," et cetera.
Little by little and character by character, a picture of
the whole life of a nineteenth-century town emerges (8:171-

259).

What Crabbe sketched broadly in the poem has been

elaborated in the libretto.

The actual text of the libretto

bears little relation to Crabbe, the only direct quotations
being part of the first and all of the final chorus.
An acquaintance with Crabbe's character delineation
shows the spirit of the time, people and place to which the
modern writers remained quite faithful.

Mr. Crabbe has
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commented in one of his notebooks that he had:
••• chiefly if not exclusively, taken ••• subjects
and characters from that order of society where the
least display of vanity is generally to be found,
which is placed between the humble and the great.
It is in this class of mankind that more originality
of character, more variety of fortune, will be met
with ( 8: 174).
Historically, Crabbe and the poem belong to the eighteenth century, but Slater has set the opera in the early
years of the nineteenth century to accentuate the rift between Grimes and the society.
There is a time-lag between a change of ideas and
mode of life and its reflection on costume. If it
is thought Crabbe was ahead of his time and anticipated
the spirit and problems of the nineteenth century, then
it seems sensible to dress the opera in nineteenth
century clothes (36:vi).
The nrologue is written in nrose but the rest of the
libretto is written in four beat lines with half rhymes.

The

rhythm is rather irregular and conversational.
Characters
PETER GRIMES, a fisherman

Tenor

BOY, his apprentice

Silent

ELLEN ORFORD, a widow, schoolmistress
of the Borough

Soprano

CAPTAIN BALSTRODE, retired merchant
skipper

Baritone

AUNTIE, landlady of "The Boar"

Contralto

NIECE 1
main attraction of "The Boar"
NIECE 2

Soprano
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iiOBEHT BOLES, fisherman and Methodist

Tenor

SWALLOW, a lawyer

Bass

Mrs. (NABOB) SEDLEY, a rentier widow
of an East India Company's factor

Soprano

Rev. HORACE ADAMS, the rector

Tenor

NED KEENE, apothecary and quack

Baritone

Dr. CRABBE

Silent

HOBSON, carrier

Bass

CHORUS of townspeople and fisherfolk.
SCENE:

The Borough, a small fishing town on the East Coast.
TIME:

Towards 1830.

(36:1)

Synopsis of the Libretto
Prologue.

Peter is being cross examined for the

recent death of his apprentice.

Swallow, who shares a dis-

like of Grimes with the rest of the community, dismisses him
(for lack of evidence) with a warning.
Act I.
without help.

Peter finds it impossible to work his boat
Ned Keene brings news of another apprentice

available at the work house.

Ellen Orford agrees to accom-

pany the carter to the Market Town to bring the boy home to
Peter.
The real danger of a storm, fears of flood and
destruction temporarily push the problem of Peter and his
prospective apprentice into the background.
The next scene takes place in The Boar that night.
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The storm is howling outside while inside a few drunken
brawls are taking place.

The storm has delayed Ellen, Hob-

son (the carter) and the new boy.
their arrival.

Peter appears to await

News comes that a landslide has swept away

part of the cliff where Peter's hut stands.

The boy and his

escorts arrive and amid hostile mutterings Peter takes him
to his desolate hut.
Act II.

Scene one begins later in the summer on a

beautiful Sunday morning.

Ellen and the boy are enjoying

the sunshine on the beach outside the parish church.

When

she notices tears in the boy's clothing and bruises on his
neck she realizes that Peter has begun to mistreat the
youngster.

Peter arrives to take the boy fishing and Ellen's

questions lead them into an open quarrel.
leaves with the boy.

Peter furiously

Mrs. Sedley has overheard the quarrel

and immediately arouses the townsfolk's indignation.

The

people follow the Rector and Swallow up to ~eter's hut to
find out the truth.
Scene two takes place immediately following, as Peter
and the boy arrive at the hut.

When he tries to soothe the

boy's terror of him, Peter's language becomes gradually
wilder, and when he hears the people coming up the hillside
he loses his head and hurries the boy out the cliff-side
door.

The boy slips and falls; Peter climbs swiftly after

him as the men reach the hut.

The Rector and Swallow are
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surprised to discover a neatly kent but empty hut.
Act III.

Scene one takes place a few nights later.

A gay dance is in progress at Moot Hall.

Mrs. Sedley hails

Ned Keene to expound on her theories of the disappearance of
Peter and the boy.

She overhears Ellen tell her friend,

Balstrode, about finding the boy's jersey washed up on shore
and summons the men to hunt for Grimes.
A few hours later a thick fog is punctuated by the
calls of people at their manhunt.

Ellen finds Peter weary

and demented and tries to soothe him, but she soon realizes
he is beyond help.

Balstrode arrives to help Ellen and tells

Peter to take his boat out, sink it and go down with it.
Peter leaves and Balstrode leads Ellen away.
Dawn breaks to reveal the Borough going about its
routine tasks.

Word comes from the coastguard-station of a

boat sinking far out at sea.

The people dismiss it as a

rumor and go on with their work.

CHAPTEH IV
PETER GRIMES:

STYLISTIC DEVICES

AND CHARACTERISTICS
The opera, Peter Grimes, is an excellent example of
the modern use of devices and style characteristics from a
rich heritage of musical ideas combined with new concepts
ingeniously interwoven.

The music and drama are welded into

a phenomenal unity which makes it difficult to separate
either from the single entity which emerges from the combination.

The music and its devices are a part of the drama and

the drama is an integral part of the music.

In Britten:

England has a really first rate composer according
to today's ~andards and moreover a man who writes, at
last, economically prudently, restoring the value of
the single tone to the higher estate it enjoyed in
earlier times, before it was the style to spew forth
a million notes where a hundred could say as much (6:
38).
I. FORM
Prologue
Operas traditionally have begun with an overture which
alluded musically to the ensuing drama.
there is no overture.
dramatic prologue.

In I:.~ter Grimes

Instead, the production begins with a

A short four bar introduction (a fast

curtain on the third bar) has the element of surprise and
suddenness for opera-goers accustomed to having a settling
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down period of music to put them in the proper frame of mind.
Here, the audience is immediately in the center of an inquest
into the death of Peter Grimes' apprentice.
The Prologue is a retrospective scene in which Britten
provides necessary background information for the opera's
story development.

All of the main characters are intro-

duced and their various personality patterns are set.

Thus,

the audience is uniquely prepared for the main body of the
opera with its story and character development.
Interludes
Six orchestral interludes provide time for changes
in scenery, costume and mood with uninterrupted sequence.
Each act is divided into two scenes and becomes one continuous piece of music by means of these orchestral additions.
The main purpose of these interludes is to serve
as impressionist and expressionist introductions to
the realistic scenes of the opera ••• and also to
secure continuity within the acts (41:106).
The interludes are musical set pieces which are integrated, functional and descriptive.

At the beginning of each

act these pieces are descriptive of the settings, while those
interludes between scenes are associated with or descriptive
of Peter's development.

For example, Interlude I (Dawn

Interlude), which connects the Prologue and Act I, is representative of the ever-pervading nature of the sea around which
and from which the people of the Borough live precariously.
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By means of the three motifs seen in the following
example, the composer sets the mood for Act I, scene i, and
provides the framework over which much of the opening scene
takes place.
~x_~_IllQ1 e :I._ _(Lt, ~-2 9 l

1.

The first motif outlines the key of A minor, using a
grace note to increase the tension.

The second motif is an

arpeggio of diatonic thirds played by harp, clarinets and
violas in the middle register describing a fragmenta ry sweep
of sound.

Underneat h these motifs and over a drum pedal

comes the third motif, a sequence of slowly shifting chords
from the brass in the low register, describin g A major in
direct contrast to the high A minor.

The texture

or

this

piece builds to symbolize the awakening of the townspeop le
and then becomes an accompani ment for the opening choral
number.
For Interlude II, as the basic structure , Britten has
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picked up the following germinal fragment from an invocation
sung by the chorus.
Example 2 (4:85)

From this idea, a diminished third which opens and closes
upon itself, develops the storm music (in Rondo form) which
introduces and becomes a basic musical part of Act I, scene
ii.

The material of this interlude is used whenever the

savagery of the sea is depicted, and it becomes closely associated with Peter Grimes and his character development.
Interludes III and V are descriptive pieces introducing the settings of Act II and Act III.
Interlude IV refers again to Peter and is the most
fully developed of the six numbers.

A full-size, elaborate

Passacaglia, which has nine variations, is develoned freely
over an ostinato.
Interlude VI is a further development of Peter Grimes
and the dissolution of his personality.

It serves as a

musical bridge to the final scene rather than as a complete
and musically developed composition.
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Set Numbers
Britten's mastery of intertexture gives the impression of a through-composed opera based on the Wagnerian
concept.

However, he has preferred to follow the later

examples of Verdi, as found in Otello and Falstaff, to
build a continuous mounting tragedy (23:109) with the voice
dominant over the instrumental music.
There is a delineation between formalized set numbers
and related recitatives.

Few of these set numbers are inde-

pendent of the context because they are so closely interwoven
with recitative, drama and other musical parts and pieces.
The set numbers make use of the traditional forms of
fully developed arias and partially developed ariosi.

Brit-

ten has added a new concept in the form of a "half-number"
(40:107).

In these short (usually 8-9 bars) fragments

Britten provides his minor characters with memorable song
phrases.

They are generally in stanza form and sometimes

have a refrain.
II. CHARACTER DELINEATION
The character delineation is pointed up through the
consistent use of devices and styles within the music of a
particular part.

No other character emerges in such a com-

plete form as Peter Grimes, but even the minor characters
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attain particular personality traits through the musical
development and contrasts.
Rhythm and Temuo
Contrasts in rhythm and tempo are used to show Peter's
divided nature.

Peter's aria from Act I, scene 1, has two

dominant motives which show contrariety.
Example 3 (4:92,95)

The first motive is slow and deliberate, the second is fast
and light.

These extremes of fast and slow are often a part

of Peter's music.

Consistently, however, the rhythm in

Peter's numbers is relatively straight; seldom is a dotted
or jerky rhythm used.
Another characteristic of Peter's music is the employment of double-time values.

When Peter repeats a motive

which has been used by another chara~ter, he never repeats
the rhythm in its original form.

In the Prologue, Swallow

administers the oath to Grimes and the two characters are
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established as opposites in nature by the use of this doubletime device.
Exc:1_rriPl e 4 i1±: J l_

(:,tf1mes

Another example of the double-time device occurs in
Act I, scene ii.

The contrapuntal chorus, "Old Joe has gone

fishing," is dramatically interrupted when Peter joins in
the singing.

The original melody as shown below is accom-

panied by a tympani pedal which matches this rhythm:
Example 5 (4:147)

Peter's version of this melody is augmented and maintains the
rhythm relationships but apnears in double-time values.
Example 6 (4:157)

When the chorus recovers and sings again, the horns pick up
Peter's rhythmic pattern and play in contrast with the
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origina l pedal rhythm.

The two ideas flow through the rest

of the piece in oppositi on to one another .
Melody
Certain melodic peculia rities are consiste ntly used
to delinea te charact ers.
The vainglo rious and dogmatic Lawyer Swallow consistently has a jagged melodic line with a persiste nt and accented rhythm.

The Swallow theme--

Example 7(4:16)

CI
--is followed by occasion al half-num bers in the same pompous
style througho ut the opera.

Compari son of the Swallow theme

with samples of two other solos reveals these similar ities.
Example 8 (4:289)

Example 9 (4:302)

Ellen's humility , strength of charact er and compassionate nature are transmi tted in melodic passages employin g
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fluidity of changing meters, melisma and a preponderance of
descending notes.
Example 10 (4:60)

J J J lia

.

Example 11 (4:228)

Example 12

In the character of Peter the melodies run the full
· gamut of extremes.

The interval of a ninth, as seen in ex-

ample J, is provocative and often repeated in Peter's songs
until it becomes a portent of bis madness.

In contrast to

this wide melody is "The Great Bear of Pleiades," built
mostly on high E.
Example 13 (4:139)

The rhythm of this beautiful monologue is dictated by the
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language, with the narrow melody built upon a giant canon in
the orchestra.

Strangely, in the song with so little melodic

movement, Peter shows his awareness of the wider universal
issues while he is struggling with the irnmediate_problerns
caused by the flaws or uniqueness of his own nature.

"This

intensity of vision helps to raise to the tragic plane of
what might otherwise have been merely a sordid drama of
realism" (40:96).

Britten has increased the tension and

heightened the profundity of Peter's thoughts by employing
this horizontal and narrow melodic treatment.

Peter's near-

ly hysterical rage is depicted by a coloratura cadenza at
the beginning of Act II, scene ii.

This scene follows his fight with Ellen where he cuts himself
away from her, the one stable influence on whom he has been
able to depend.

It can be seen that Britten has followed

suit by taking away the stability and anchor of the melody.
As mood follows mood inconsequently in augury of madness,
melismatic phrases add emphasis to Peter's flight of fancy,
seen in the following example.
Example 15 (_4 :_?_76)
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Illustrating the dissolution of Peter's nersonality, melodies of previous songs are sung in fragments which seem to
disintegrate.

The final "mad scene" is made up entirely of

melodic fragments accompanied by a lone fog horn.

Thus

Peter is developed and dissolved through melody.
Other characters are delineated through the characteristics of their melodies in the same way as the previously mentioned Swallow.

Auntie's melodies have a mundane

quality; the nieces come out with insipid little fragments;
Balstrode comes forth with broad, sweeping melodies; Mrs.
Sedley's busy persistence shows in repetitive phrases of
child-like melodies.
III. ~ELODIC DEVELOPMENT
Leitmotif
Britten has developed his melodies to carry out many
ideas.

The use of the Leitmotif technique is not so complex

and instrumental as Wagner's, but leading motives are a prime
communication with the audience in ~eter Grimes.

General

ideas are woven through the musical texture to convey the
ever-pervading nature of the sea in the Borough, the terror
of a sea storm, the persistent antagonism of the townsfolk
against Peter, et cetera.
Particular thoughts and ideas,through repetition and
change in leading motives, are constant reminders of the
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course of action.

For example, a definite turning uoint for

Peter occurs in Act II, scene i, when he has an argument
with Ellen over his mistreatment of the apprentice.

In an-

ger he strikes the one person (Ellen) who loves him.

From

bis anguish he cries out the following significant motive,
Example 16 (4:207)

'1~ t~!~ !e!

I

~me I

hereafter referred to as the "mercy" theme.

This short

musical uhrase becomes a key motive for the rest of the
opera and seems to symbolize Peter's inability to change
the course of events leading him to disaster.

The fateful

cadence returns to foretell Peter's doom and veritably haunt
the audience.
The develoument of this motive begins immediately
following the violent exchange between Ellen and Peter.
Auntie, Ned Keene and nob Boles have witnessed parts of the
argument and express their varying reactions in a spirited
trio, the recurrent refrain of which is ~Grimes is at Its
exercise!"

It is set to the mercy theme.

Examule 17 (4:206)
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As more of the townsfolk are drawn into the excitement with
the persistent repetition of the motive, the orchestral bass
becomes a bustling 6-8 figure, a staccato version of the
mercy theme.
Examule 18 (4:214)

Interlude IV, introducing Act II, scene ii, later picks un
the mercy theme which has dominated the preceding scene.
Here the fateful cadence moves down to become the bass of
the Passacaglia.

It is stubbornly repeated in an octave

pizzicato on the basses plus a drum roll and becomes a basso
ostinato.
Example 19 (4:259)
-

h

-

"

.,

.,

-

The ostinato and its irregular rhythm is frequently at cross
purposes with the common time of the music built upon it,
for Britten has avoided rhythmic monotony by constantly
shifting the beat on which the theme enters.
Interjections of the mercy theme become the harbinger of tragedy as Ellen shares an ominous discovery with
Balstrode.

Sne has found the apprentice's jersey on the
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tidemark.

In a short duet, "We shall be there with him,"

they reiterate the mercy theme in counterpoint.
Example 20 (4:J25)

Ellen sings the familiar motive in an inverted version
while Balstrode sings it in its original form.
This theme, carried through to the end of the opera,
is finally used ironically.

After Peter's boat has been

spotted sinking far out to sea, he is denied any satisfaction from his tormentors for the report is dismissed as a
rumor.

Significantly, it is sung to the mercy theme.

Example 21 {4:375-376)

Tonality
Britten's melodies are developed in various basic
tonalities with economy of purnose.

Bi-tonality and modal-

ity contrast with major and minor tonalities for descriptive
and dramatic moments.
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Such a point may be found at the end of the Prologue
when Peter is at odds with society and Ellen tries to comfort
him.

His nonconformity is described musically when an unac-

companied duet is sung in two separate keys.

The voices

overlap and alternate, Ellen's part in E major and Grimes'
in the key of F minor.

The tension builds as Ellen sings

sweetly to soothe Peter's agitation and frustration.

Hone

for the future becomes graphic as the two keys are suddenly
resolved.

Eight tranquil bars of unison contrast with the

preceding portion to climax and end the Prologue (4:24-26).
For further exemplification, the beginning of Act II,
scene i, embodies Britten's remarkable incorporation of different basic tonalities.

The Act is introduced by Interlude

III in which the key signature indicated is A major, but it
is written in the Lydian mode with Das tonic.

The melody

from the Interlude is picked un by Ellen and becomes a modal
arioso, "Glitter of waves and glitter of sunlight" (4:178180).

The interlude music is now mingled with a small bell

tolling two-in-a-bar and the chords of an organ voluntary
(in the key of E-flat major),played in the church (up stage).
The church service now provides the background and framework for the unfolding drama in the manner of a Greek chorus.
The voluntary is followed by the morning hymn, responses, Gloria, Benedi.Q.1.j&_ and Credo, with the entire drama
superimposed upon its s:;ructure.

The organ and hymn mingle

JO
and conflict with the orchestral strings as Ellen begins to
question John, Peter's new apprentice.
Exam9le 22 (4:18J)

Ellen continues to talk to John, discovering a bruise on the
boy's neck.

Bi-tonality heightens the tension as the choir

and organ go into the Gloria and Ellen sings the halfdespairing, half-consolatory piece, "Child you're not too
young to know where the roots of sorrow are."

Here is an

example of Britten's enharmonic reconciliation of bi-tonality

(4:191).

A simple sequence of notes--E-flat, F-natural,

D-natural--1s harmonized by chords from the organ in the key
of C minor (The Gloria).

The enharmonic equivalent of this

theme--D-sharp, E-sharp, D-sharp and C-double sharp--then
appears in the orchestra, harmonized in the key of B major.
This last theme becomes the accomnaniment to Ellen's arioso.
Bi-tonality, in various shades of discord, continues
to demonstrate and build up emotional intensity as the Gloria
gives way to the unison Benedicite.

During this strongly
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rhythmic and sweeping movement GriIT.es enters and bids the
boy come to work.

Ellen demurs and as their argument de-

velops the musical streams grow apart.

The Credo is intoned

by the Rector and congregation to an F held by the organ,
while Ellen cross-examines Peter about the boy's bruises in
the key of D-flat.

The quarrel continues in clashing frag-

ments and leads into Ellen's "Were we mistaken?"
Example 23 (4:203)
-

-

-

- -

\en

Here the clashing sub-dominant of Ellen's key appears to have
modulated to F and provides a short lived relief.

This is

only momentary for Peter retorts with a harsh, ejaculatory
motive and the two musical ideas proceed together in discord
to the climax of the scene.
Interlude I, described in example 1, also demonstrates
bi-tonality.

The Lydian mode (as in Interlude III, page 29)

recurs in a later solo by Peter (Act II, scene ii), "And she
will soon forget her schoolhouse ways."

Here the tonic is A

and the modal sequence contrasts with major-minor sections
to become manifestations of Peter's frustration and extreme
changes in mood (4:275).
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IV. TEXTUAL TREATMENT
English speaking peonles have often been subjected to
translations of operas which throw the natural sounds and
prosody of the language out of focus.

In Peter Grimes, the

English language is treated with great care and understanding.
The vocal solos generally follow the dictates of the
language in word emphasis and rhythm.

"The Great Bear and

Pleiades" (example 13, Page 23) amply demonstrates the
rhythm of the language.

Complexities are prevalent but

rhythms are not repetitive when the language is utilized in
this manner.

7,

8 and

Even the angular melodies of Swallow (examples

9, ~age 22) have a very natural accent pattern in

reference to the words.
In Ellen's solo, "Let her among you" (example 10,
Page 23), the changing meter places the words of greatest
irnnort on the downbeats.

Not only is the prosody of the

language influential on the music but the placement of the
words themselves dictates rhythms and meters.
Most of the recitatives are written in a natural prosody.

Some are more melodic than others, some are without accom-

naniment and some have elaborate accompaniments.

Whatever

the case, Peter Grimes is English language oriented and, as a
direct result of this, it has a distinctive and unusual sound
not found in works centered around other languages.
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V. SPECIAL EFFECTS
Cross-fading
When more than one important musical and/or dramatic
development occur concurrently, the prominence of each idea
must exchange to avoid confusion.

Sound effects men from

the early radio 9roductions devised a method of fading volume from one idea to the other, giving the impression of
continuity to each.
Britten.

This device is used ingeniously by

His experience in writing for radio and motion

nictures provided him with this unique resource, and he was
undaunted in his attack upon libretto requirements which
might have seemed incompatible with traditional opera.
Slater had written cues into the libretto for actual sound
effects, asopposed to the formal operatic style of presentation.

In Act I, there was a storm and a song in the Boar,

Act II called for a church service and later a procession of
townsfolk accompanied by a drum, while in Act III a dance
band in Moot Hall and finally a steady ominous fog horn were
part of the story.

All of these effects were superimposed

upon the traditional structure and were carried out with the
dexterity of a sound effects man with a library of sounds at
hand.

The church service of Act II, already discussed in

the section on tonality (Pages 29-31), is a fine example of
cross-fading.

J4
In Act I, the composer's handling of the storm sequence is another case in point.

The storm warning toward

the end of Act I, scene i, signals a gradual development of
descriptive storm music in the underlying musical texture.
The anxiety of the fisherfolk is sung in the form of an invocation, "O tide that waits for no man/spare our coasts:"
The harmonic basis of this statement can be seen in example
2 (Page?).

The orchestra repeats the musical idea and de-

velops it into the elaborate storm music of Interlude II.
Immediately following, in Act I, scene ii, the storm is
imminent throughout the action.

Britten, faced with the

problem of keeping the storm constant without drowning out
the story development, has evolved the cross-fading device
into an operatic style.

The storm is quiet in the Boar, but

every time the door is opened to admit someone, a page of
storm music is played as the inhabitants work to reclose the
door.

The audience is never allowed to forget the nresence

and prominence of the storm that is taking place.

Cross-

fading provides the audience with an aural dichotomy which
keeps tension high and action fast moving, with double
streams of music and drama taking place at one time.
Chorus
The chorus plays a prominent part in the dramatic
activity and provides a background of musical development
which contributes to the aural dichotomy of cross-fading.
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From the three-dimensional effect, the chorus emerges as one
of the main characters of the opera and becomes Peter's main
adversary.

The choral arrangements utilize the voices in

colorful, almost instrumental tone-~ainting sequences as
well as in fully developed musical pieces.
There is irony and great emotional impact to the choral tone-painting in Act III, scene i.

When the curtain rises

a dance is taking place in Moot Hall and the "band", a rustic
clarinet and violin with percussion, is heard in the background.

For one of its more prominent nu~bers the "ban~'plays

an old fashioned valse alla Landler,a slow variant of the waltz.
Example 24 (4:20J)

Later, the crowd is worked into a violent state.

The simple,

gay waltz theme is turned into an ominous, minatory choral
tone-painting.
Example 25 (4:353)
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For the fully developed choral pieces Britten combines simplicity of themes with complexity of development.
The character of the townsfolk is thus kept intact and at
the same time the chorus can soar to heights befitting a
Grand Opera.

A typical instance occurs in Act I, scene ii.

The storm is raging outside the Boar and tempers are flaring
inside.

Fighting is about to break out when Balstrode calls

for someone to start a song.

A great contrapuntal chorus,

"Old Joe has gone fishing," grows out of these three simple
melodies.
Example 26 (4:147)

a

>.

,.

Starting as a round, these tunes, in combination with a recurring ornament on the E-flat scale, develop into eight
parts. The main web of counterpoint shifts between chorus
and solo sextet.
The choral character is a constant reminder of the
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antagonisms of the mass against the individuality of Peter
Grimes.

Describing a timelessness similar to that of the

sea, the chorus opens Act I and closes Act III with words
of George Crabbe set to the same music.

At the end, when

the chorus reiterates the opening theme, the episode of
Peter Grimes is finished and gone as is a wave on the beach.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
The opera, Peter Grimes, is an example of the modern
utilization of devices and style characteristics from a rich
heritage of musical ideas combined with new concepts ingeniously interwoven.

Music and drama are welded into a phenom-

enal unity by means of stylistic features employed to great
advantage.

The music is a uart of the drama and the drama

is an integral part of the music.

Throughout the opera,

there is not an unnecessary note nor is there a device used
without a purpose (6:38).
The voice dominates the opera in the tradition of the
Italians, but the vocal numbers are so integrated in the
drama and musical texture that few of the sung pieces can
stand alone.

Within the context, however, arias and ariosi

are employed to give the willing audience a great theatrical
experience as well as fine singing.

The device of the

"half-number" urovides even the minor characters with memorable song nhrases.
Ch~racter delineation is done through the music.
Many appropriate devices and musical styles are required to
communicate subtle personality traits or changes.

Britten

defines his people artistically and clearly.
Modal pieces contrasting with the more familiar
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diatonic organizations, bi-tonality and enharmonic resolutions, Dartiality to narticular intervals and rhythmic
patterns within a part, augmentation and inversion are all
used consistently to depict a character and his development.
Orchestral interludes at the beginning of each scene
are made up of musical material which is either retrospective or of portent.

They make the action and tension con-

tinuous from the beginning of an act to the end.

The

impression of through-composition thus given belies the
definite delineation between formalized set numbers and related recitatives.
Recitatives, arias and ariosi generally follow the
dictates of the language and its natural rhythm.

The re-

sulting unusual effect in changing rhythms and meters is
distinctive from works in other languages.

Contrasting

passages, wherein the language is deliberately thrown out
of the natural prosody, therefore have double meaning in the
story development.
A modern device from radio and motion pictures, crossfading is effective in Peter Grimes.

It nrovides the

interest of two or more dramatic situations develoning
concurrently and the resultant aural dichotomy becomes a
three-dimensional description.

As a consequence the chorus

emerges as a major character and the main adversary of Peter
Grimes.
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In opera the music and drama are each only as effective as the "whole" which emerges.

It has been suggested

that Peter Grimes' main weakness lies in the libretto which
"suffers from a second act climax" and too quiet a suicide
for Grand Opera (1:84).

However, the fact remains that

Benjamin Britten has written a fine opera employing devices,
old and new, with admirable deftness.

Peter Grimes is an

"animated and often unconventional adventure in musical
theater" (J5:8J).
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